Proposed Conditions

BN019/14 Arrow St SS ~ (6/29/2015)
Photo Location 2 ~ 65mm ~ 236° +/- (0.04mi) Away

For visual reference only. Actual visibility is dependent upon weather conditions, season, sunlight, and viewer location.

Created By: Benjamin & Eric Caron
Caron & Associates Design
(978) 360-3671  info@cadSIMS.com
For visual reference only. Actual visibility is dependent upon weather conditions, season, sunlight, and viewer location.

BN019/14 Arrow St SS ~ (6/29/2015)
Photo Location 3 ~ 105mm ~ 381'/+ (0.07mi) Away

Created By: Benjamin & Eric Caron
Caron & Associates Design
(978) 360-3671 info@cadsmns.com
For visual reference only. Actual visibility is dependent upon weather conditions, season, sunlight, and viewer location.

BN019/14 Arrow St SS ~ (6/29/2015)
Photo Location 4 ~ 65mm ~ 266° +/- (0.05mi) Away

Created By: Benjamin & Eric Caron
Caron & Associates Design
(978) 360-3671 info@cadslims.com
Proposed Conditions

BN019/14 Arrow St SS ~ (6/29/2015)
Photo Location 4 ~ 65mm ~ 266° +/- (0.05mi) Away

For visual reference only. Actual visibility is dependent upon weather conditions, season, sunlight, and viewer location.
Existing Conditions

BN019/14 Arrow St SS ~ (6/29/2015)
Photo Location 5 ~ 50mm ~ 167°±/- (0.03mi) Away

For visual reference only. Actual visibility is dependent upon weather conditions, season, sunlight, and viewer location.

Created By: Benjamin & Eric Caron
Caron & Associates Design
(978) 360-3671 info@cad4ims.com
BN019/14 Arrow St SS ~ (6/29/2015)
Photo Location 5 ~ 50mm ~ 167°±/- (0.03mi) Away

For visual reference only. Actual visibility is dependent upon weather conditions, season, sunlight, and viewer location.

Created By: Benjamin & Eric Caron
Caron & Associates Design
(978) 360-3671 info@cadsimso.com